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The below information was given to us by some of our kind parents who have a number of children
pass through the school and from those who have had actual experience working in the uniform
shop when it was at school. It is intended to be used as a guide only; to help parents when they are
making decisions about their child’s school uniform. Indeed, trends and children change over the
years, so we expect this help sheet to be evolving!
We hope that it can be helpful, if you find you would like to add anything that would be of value to
Parents please contact Louise Ross on louise.ross27@gmail.com
1. The school has a good selection of second hand clothing available for purchase from the
Office. Sometimes it is good to just pay that small amount at first to give you time to see
what your child likes before buying new items. Many children in prep wear 2nd hand items
as they have been passed down, so your child should feel comfortable.
2. We would recommend 3 items of clothing - 1 spare, 1 in the wash, 1 being worn. i.e. 3 pairs
of shorts, 3 polo shirts.
3. For new students school bag, library bag & art smock are required from the first day of
school
4. Essential items for a boy in summer are hat, polo shirt & shorts.
5. Essential items for a girl in summer are hat, dress, bike shorts (to be worn under the dress),
skort, and polo shirt.
6. For cooler mornings either a hooded or round neck windcheater. Girls may also like boot leg
pants.
7. Essential winter items for a boy are shorts, track pants (either straight or cuff legged) either
short or long sleeve polo shirt, rounded or hooded windcheater, polar fleece jacket.
8. Essential winter items for a girl are winter tunic, skort, long or short sleeve polo shirt, tights,
track pants, round or hooded windcheater, polar fleece jacket.
9. Buy the art smock at the start of the school year slightly bigger so you can have it for a
couple of years before you need to replace it.
10. Have at least 1 warmer item of clothing for the cooler mornings.
11. If you wish to purchase all the school uniform in 1 hit allow for growth spurts in your child &
note the exchange period.
12. Girls should have at least 1 skort for PE.
13. Even though the polar fleece jacket is expensive it is worth buying.
14. Buy the windcheater & polar fleece jacket one size bigger in the event that more items of
clothing may be worn under them in winter.
15. Younger students like the slouch hat whereas older students prefer the bucket hat.
16. The slouch hat also offers good sun protection.
17. Try items on if you are not sure of what size to buy.
18. If you are unsure what your child will or will not wear buy the minimal amount initially & go
back once you have a clearer idea
19. Remember the school does have a uniform policy.

